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Let K bean integral domain and let S be the polynomial ring K[Ui, ..,Ur ; X1,.-,X„ ] .
For any finite F C S, we construct a comprehensive Grobner basis of the ideal Id(F),
i .e . a finite ideal basis of Id(F) that is a Gr5bner basis of Id(F) in K'[X1, . . .,X„] for
every specialization of the parameters Ul, . . . , U,, in an arbitrary field K'. We show
that this construction can be performed with the same worst case degree bounds in
the main variables X ; as for ordinary Grobner bases ; moreover, examples computed
in an ALDES/SAC-2 implementation show that the construction is of practical value
.
Comprehensive Gr5bner bases admit numerous applications to parametric problems in
algebraic geometry
; in particular, they yield a fast elimination of quantifier-blocks in
algebraically closed fields .
1 . Introduction
The method of Grobner bases (or standard bases) is meanwhile well established as one
of the fundamental algorithmic tools in polynomial algebra and algebraic geometry (see
Buchberger (1985, 1987), Gianni & Mora (1988), Kredel & Weispfenning (1988), Moller
& Mora (1986)) It has also been extended to certain non-commutative algebras (see
Apel & Lassner (1988), Mora (1985), Mora (1988), Kandri-Rody & Weispfenning (1990),
Kredel & Weispfenning (1990) . In its basic version, it deals with multivariate polynomials
over a field K . It assigns to any finite set F C_ R = K[X 1 , . . ., X,,] another such set G
(a Grobner basis ) such that G and F generate the same ideal Id(G) = Id(F) in R,
and such that many problems related to Id(F) and its zeros in an algebraically closed
extension field K can be solved algorithmically using G . Thus the computation of G
serves as a preprocessing step (of potentially high complexity) in the solution of these
problems . The construction of G depends on F and on a term-order < on R (see
Robbiano (1985), Weispfenning (1987)) . If G is taken minimal in a suitable sense (i .e . G
is a reduced Grobner basis ), then G is even uniquely determined by the ideal Id(F)
and by < .
The dependence of G on the term-order < is considerable, in particular as far as the
complexity of the computation of G is concerned. This dependence can, however, (at
least theoretically) be eliminated by the construction of a universal Grobner basis or
a Grobner fan (see Mora & Robbiano (1988), Schwartz (1988), Weispfenning (1989a)
Schemmel (1989)) .
In the present paper we study the dependence of a Grobner basis G of Id(F) on the
coefficients of the polynomials in F with the goal of eliminating any non-uniformity in
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this dependence . Regarded both from an algebraic and a numerical point of view (i .e .
with respect to the Zariski topology on K and the topology on K = C induced by the
absolute value, respectively), the construction is extremely unstable under variation of
these coefficients . Consider e .g . G = {X + 1, UY + X } C_ Q[U, X, Y] . In
Q(U)[X,
Y], G
forms a Grobner basis for any term order with X < Y; under the specialization U = 0,
this property is lost, however . As a consequence, GBs are unable to solve parametric
problems in algebraic geometry : Let e.g. G be as above ; then G is a Grobner basis in
Q[U, X, Y]
as well for any term order with U < X < Y . Nevertheless, G does not tell us,
for which values of U, G has a common complex zero . This is the case for U
96
0, but
not for U = 0 .
On the other hand, it is known (see Weispfenning (1988) and for special cases (see
Gianni (1989),
Kalkbrener (1989)) that the construction of G remains uniform when
the coefficients are varied only within a certain constructible subset of the coefficient
space, that can be determined in principle algorithmically from F and the given term-
order. Moreover, for given F, there are only finitely many such constructible subsets (see
Weispfenning (1988),
compare also Ferro & Gallo (1988) . So these facts seem to analyze
the given problem in principle .
On closer scrutiny, however, a number of important issues are left unresolved by these
results :
1 They do not explicitly describe algorithms for the construction of these constructible
sets and the Grobner bases corresponding to these sets .
2 Even if problem 1 was resolved, the resulting Grobner bases would not be con-
tained in the original ideal Id(F) . So this type of solution does not constitute an
analogue of a Universal Grobner basis in the sense that one finite set G C Id(F)
is simultaneously a Grobner basis in all specializations of the indeterminate coef-
ficients .
The main result of this paper is an explicit algorithmic construction of a compre-
hensive Grobner
basis G from any finite set of polynomials F C S =
K[UI , . . ., U, n , X 1 , . . ., X, ], where K is a field, Xl, . . ., X,,, are the main variables and
U1 , . . ., U,,,, are the parameters. The finite set G is a comprehensive Grobner basis in
the sense that G C_ Id(F) and for any specialization o of the parameters Ul, . . ., Urn in
any extension field K' of K, the image v[G] of G is a Grobner basis of the ideal generated
by o[F] . More generally, the construction is also valid for the case that K is an integral
domain and a is an arbitrary ring homomorphism from K[U1 , . . . , U,n,] into some field
K' . So even if no parameters Ui are present, a comprehensive Grobner basis comprises
in general more information than an ordinary Grobner basis
. This is e.g. the case for
R = Z; here a comprehensive Grobner basis G in S constitutes not only a Grobner basis
in Q[XI, but also in F p [X] for all finite prime fields F,, .
A comprehensive Grobner basis G does not explicitly contain any information on a
constructible partition of the parameter space
; the coefficients of the polynomials in G
are polynomial functions of the coefficients of the polynomials in the input system F.
Thus G is a perfect analogue of
a universal Grobner basis . Of course, the construction
of G can also be combined with the construction of
a universal Grobner basis to yield
the ultimate totally invariant object, a universal comprehensive Grobner basis .
The construction of a comprehensive Grobner basis follows in principle the construc-
tion of a suitable constructible partition of the parameter space together with corre-
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sponding partial Grobner bases
. There is, however, one crucial difference to the line of
reasoning sketched above : The construction of a partial Grobner basis G corresponding
to a constructible subset of the parameter space is schizophrenic in so far as it uses for
its definition the constructible set in question, but simultaneously is defined in S in such
a way that G remains inside the ideal Id(F) . This fact allows us to completely discard
the construction of the constructible partition of the parameter space after it has been
completed and to retain only the union of all "modified" Grobner bases constructed
along the way as a comprehensive Grobner basis .
A comprehensive Grobner basis G is rich enough in information so that a suitable
constructible partition of the parameter space together with corresponding Grobner bases
(a Grobner system) can be easily recovered from G . On the other hand, its size is
usually much smaller than that of a corresponding Grobner system . So it contains the
same information in a more condensed form .
The number of applications of comprehensive Grobner bases is large and manifold ; it
comprises most basic parametric problems in polynomial algebra and algebraic geometry
that have been inaccessible to Grobner basis methods so far . These include :
1 The study of parametric varieties, their size- and their dimension-functions ; in par-
ticular one-parameter varieties and algebraic bifurcation problems
.
2 Parametric ideal membership and parametric modules of syzygies
.
3 The study of deformations of finitely generated commutative algebras .
4 A new method for the fast elimination of quantifier blocks in algebraically closed
fields of arbitrary characteristic ; besides comprehensive Gr6bner bases the method
uses for efficiency recent results on bounds in Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (see Fitchas
& Galligo (1990)) .
The algorithms of this paper have been implemented in ALDES/SAC-2 by E . Schonfeld
(see Schonfeld (1991)) and in AXIOM/SCRATCHPAD II by W. Faas (see Faas (1992)) at
the University of Passau . Both show - contrary to a priori expectations and in accordance
with the worst-case bounds proved below - that the method is indeed of practical value .
A detailled case study concerning practicability will be given in a subsequent paper .
In a different direction, comprehensive Grobner bases open the way for numeric
Grobner basis calculations with certified accuracy using numeric arithmetic on the coef-
ficients (see Rump (1987)) .
The plan of the paper is as follows :
Section 2 presents the basic definitions and characterizations of comprehensive Grobner
bases and a non-constructive proof for their existence
.
Section 3 describes the algorithms for the construction of comprehensive Grobner bases
and Grobner systems .
Section 4 treats the construction of reduced comprehensive Grobner bases and reduced
Grobner systems .
Section 5 computes upper worst case complexity bounds for the construction of com-
prehensive Grobner bases in comparison to "classical" Grobner bases and introduces
partial comprehensive Grobner bases that are important for fast quantifier elimination
in algebraically closed fields .
Section 6 describes some immediate applications of comprehensive Grobner bases
Elimination of quantifier-blocks in algebraically closed fields, computation of quanti-
fier-free formulas determining parametric ideal membership and parametric dimension of
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varieties, computation of generators for parametric modules of syzygies, and deformation
of residue algebras, in particular the isomorphism problem for different parameter values .
Section 7 illustrates the method by 4 examples computed using the implementation in
Schonfeld (1991) .
Section 8 sketches the construction of universal comprehensive Grobner bases and
discusses extensions of the method to specializations in other ground rings and to certain
non-commutative polynomial rings .
The construction of comprehensive Grobner bases and their application to quantifier
elimination was first presented at a workshop on computer algebra organized by Prof .
Loos at the University of Tiibingen in September 1988 . The contents of the full paper
was presented at the CoCoa II conference, Genova, May 1989 . Some related ideas and
conjectures concerning a uniform description of the coefficients of the polynomials in a
Grobner basis appear in a preliminary form in Buchberger (1988) .
2. Comprehensive Grobner Bases - Existence
Throughout the paper, a ring will be a commutative ring with 1, a ring homomorphism
will have to preserve the unit 1, and in any field or integral domain 0
:A
1 . Let K be an
integral domain, let R = K[U] = K[U1 i . . ., U,,,,] be the polynomial ring over K in the in-
determinates U1 , . . ., Un and let S = R[X] = R[X1, . . ., X.,J = K[U, X] be the polynomial
ring over R in the indeterminates X1, . . ., X,,, . We regard U1 , . . ., U,,, as parameters and
X 1i . . ., X,, as the main variables of S; accordingly, we regard the polynomials f (U, X)
in S as distributive polynomials in the main variables with coefficients g(U) E R that
are distributive polynomials in the parameters . T denotes the set of all terms of S in
the main variables ; so any t E T is a power-product of X 1 , . . ., Xn, . M denotes the set of
all monomials in S, i .e. of all products m = g • t with g = g(U) E R and t = t(X) E T .
A specialization o of S is a ring-homomorphism o : R --' K' into some field K' .
So whenever K is a field, then o K is an embedding of K into K', and so we may
regard K' as an extension field of K and assume that o K = idl; . A specialization o is
uniquely determined by its restriction to K and the images o(Ui) of the parameters in R .
Conversely suppose we are given a ring homomorphism cp : K ----4K' and an arbitrary
map
0
: {U1 U1,., Um,) - K' . Then there exists a unique specialization o : R --* K', such
that o [ K ='p and o I {U1, . . .,Urn } _ V) . A specialization o : R ---+ K' has a canonical
extension to a ring-homomorphism it : S ---' K'[X 1i . . ., X,,] . For f =
EiEI
ai(U) •ti with
ai(U) E R, t, E T, F(f) =
L.iEI
o(ai(U)) • ti . In the following, we denote this extension
F by o as well . For a subset F of K'[X], I(F) denotes the ideal generated by F in K'[X] .
Throughout this section, we fix a term-order < on T .
Let G be a finite subset of S . Then G is a comprehensive Grobner basis (with
respect to <), if for all fields K' and all specializations 'o : R -+ K' of S, o(G) is a
Grobner basis in K'[X] (with respect to the term-order <) .
Notice that the definition of a comprehensive Grobner basis refers to two proper classes
of objects : All fields K' and all specializations o : R -+ K' . In a first lemma we will
restrict K' to fields determined by the image of o . This will allow us to characterize
comprehensive Grobner bases in terms of the set Spec(R) of all prime ideals of R.
LEMMA 2 .1 . (Stability of Grobner bases under field extensions) Let K" be an extension
field of a field K', let S" = K"[X1 i . . ., X,,,], S' = K'[X 1 , . . ., Xn ], and let G be a Grobner
basis with respect to < in 5' . Then G is also a Grobner basis with respect to < in S" .
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Proof. Let f, g be two different non-zero polynomials in G and let h be the S-polynomial
off and g . Then h E S' and h-+0 in S' and hence in S" . 0
G
Call a specialization a : R -+ K' ) K epi, if K' = Quot(o(R)), where Quot(R')
denotes the quotient field of a ring R' . Then we may conclude from the lemma :
COROLLARY 2 .2. Let G be a finite subset of S . Then G is a comprehensive Grobner basis
with respect to < if for all epi specializations o : R --+ K', o(G) is a Grobner basis in
K'[X] with respect to < .
The spectrum of R, Spec(R), is the set of all prime ideals of R . For f E S, we let
M(f) and T(f) denote the set of all monomials and of all terms, respectively, that occur
in f with non-vanishing coefficient. For it E Spec(R), we let M„ (f) (T, (f )) be the set of
all in
E
M(f) (t
E
T(f)) such that the coefficient of m. (the coefficient of t in f) is not
in ~r. HM, (f) (HT, (f )) denotes the maximal element of M, (f) (of T, r (f)) with respect
to the given term-order . HC, (f) E R is the coefficient of HM,r (f ) . If T, (f) _ 0, then
HT, (f), HM, (f ), and HC, (f) are undefined .
So for r = {0}, HM, (f ), HT, (f) and HC, (f) are just the usual head-monomial,
head-term and head-coefficient of f. If F C_ S, then HT,(F) = {HT,(f) : f E F} ;
similar for HM,(F) and HC,(F) .
For every specialization o of S, ker(o) E Spec(R) . Conversely, every xr E Spec(R)
determines an epi specialization o, with kernel n : Let K, = Quot(R./ r ) ; then o, is the
canonical homomomorphism from R into K, .
LEMMA 2.3 . Let I be an ideal of S, and let G be a finite subset of I . Let o : R -+ K' be
an epi specialization of S with ker(o) = a
E
Spec(R) . Then o(G) is a Grobner basis of
Id(o(I)) in K'[X] if for all f E I such that HTr (f) is defined, there exists g E G such
that HT,(g) I HTr (f ) .
Proof. "=*" : Since 0 # o(f) E o( .Id(G)), there exists g E G with HT,(g) = HT(o(g)) I
HT(cr(f)) = HT„(f) .
" " : Let f
E
S with 0 ?~ o(f) E Id(o(I)) . Then there exists c E R. \ x and h
E
I
with o(c • f) = o(h) . So HTr (h) = HT(o(h)) = HT(o(f )) . By hypothesis, there exists
g E G such that HT, (g) divides HT, (h), and hence HT(o(f )) . This shows that o(G) is
a Grobner basis of Id(o(I)) in K'[X] . 0
Let I be an ideal of S and let G be a finite subset of I . Then we say G is a comprehen-
sive Grobner basis of I, if for all specializations o : R , K'[X], o(G) is a Grobner
basis of the ideal Id(o-(I)) in K'[X] ; in other words G is a comprehensive Grobner basis
included in I and for all specializations o : R ---+ K' _) K, Id(o(G)) = Id(o(I )) in K'[X] .
By corollary 2 .2, one may restrict this condition equivalently to epi specializations . So
by lemma 2.3, it can be expressed in terms of prime ideals in Spec(R) as follows :
THEOREM 2 .4 . Let G be a finite subset of an ideal I of S . Then the following assertions
are equivalent :
(i) G is a comprehensive Grobner basis of I with respect to < .
(ii) For all x E Spec(R) and all t
E
HT, (I), there exists g E G with HT, (g) I t .
Proof. Combine corollary 2 .2 and lemma 2.3. 0
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Specializing in the theorem I = Id(G), we obtain the following characterization of
comprehensive Grobner bases :
COROLLARY 2 .5 . Let G be a finite subset of S . Then the following assertions are equiv-
alent :
(1) G is a comprehensive Grobner basis with respect to < .
(ii) For all r E Spec(R) and all t E HT, (Id(G)) there exists g E G with HT, (g) I t .
Before giving an explicit construction of comprehensive Grobner bases, we show the
existence of these bases for arbitrary ideals I in S .
For an ideal I of S the equivalence relation ^'I on Spec(R) is defined by
A - I
a' ~--a
HT,r (I) = HT .(I) .
Let I be an ideal of S and let it E Spec(R) . Then for any finite G C I such that o, , (G) is
a reduced Grobner basis of I(o,(I)) in K, [X], o, , ( G) and hence HT,, (G) = HT(o,(G))
is uniquely determined by I and it independent of the choice of G. We denote the finite
subset HT, (G) of HT, (I) by HT„(I) . Notice that HT,(G) is in fact the unique minimal
Dickson basis of HT, (I) with respect to divisibility in T . Consequently, the equivalence
relation
- I
on Spec(R) can be characterized in a finitary way :
LEMMA 2 .6 .
Let I be an ideal of S and let a, ir'
E
Spec(R) . Then it -1 r' iff HT,, (I)
HT,',(I) .
Proof. Obvious. D
THEOREM 2
.7 . Let I be an ideal in S .
(i) The equivalence relation
-I
has only finitely many equivalence classes .
(ii) There exists a comprehensive Grobner basis G of I .
Proof. The proof given here is non-constructive and depends on the results in Weispfen-
ning (1988) ; an independent constructive proof is given in section 3 . (i) Let F be a finite
basis for the ideal I . Then one can construct from F a finite partition of Spec(R) into
constructible subsets (given by case distinctions on the vanishing or non-vanishing of
certain coefficients with respect to the main variables), such that for each specialization
o,r , where x is in one of these subsets, the reduced Grobner basis G, for Id(o,(F)) is
given uniformly in F; in particular, the coefficients of the polynomials g E G, are ratio-
nal functions of the coefficients of the polynomials in F (with integer coefficients), whose
denominators do not vanish under o,, . (The details of this argument are carried out in
Weispfenning (1988)) . This means in particular, that for all 7r in this subset, HT(G,) is
the same. So by lemma 2 .6 , this finite partition refines the partition of Spec(R) induced
by - I .
(ii) Pick representatives ir l , . . ., a, for the equivalence classes of -I in Spec(R), and put
H, = HT,,(I) for 1 < i < r . Then by Dickson's lemma, each H, has a finite basis B, (in
the sense that for every t E H1 there exists s E B, with s I t ) . For every t E H, we can
pick ft E I with HT*;(ft ) = t . Let Gi _ {ft : t E B1) ; then G, is a finite subset of I such
that HT,;(G;) = B1 . We claim that G = U;_ 1 G; is a comprehensive Grobner basis of I .
Indeed G C I ; whenever 7 E Spec(R) and t E HT,(I), then x ^-I it for some 1 < i < r,
and so there exists g E G ; with HT,(g) = HT,(g) I t E HT,,;(I) . So by theorem 2.4 G
is a comprehensive Gr6bner basis . 0
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Before we start with the construction of comprehensive Grobner base's, we remark that
in principle this task can always be reduced to a generic construction in the following
sense: For any given degree bound d on an input system F of size #F < k, it suffices to
compute one single "generic" comprehensive Grobner basis from which all others (over
an arbitrary integral domain K) are simply obtained by specialization . Since, however, a
"generic" input system F has a huge number of indeterminate coefficients, this may not
be of any practical value for computations .
Let 1 < d < N and put Td = {t E T : degX ; (t) < d for 1 < i < d} . We consider
the most general polynomial f in the main variables X 1 , . . ., X, with degX ; (f) < d for
1 < i < n. Since #Td = d", f consists of the sum of all d" terms in Td, each multiplied
with an indeterminate coefficient . More generally, if F = { f
1,
. . ., fk } is a finite set of
independent "generic" polynomials f with degX ; (f) < d for 1 < i < n, then F C S, =
Z[V1 , . . ., V, ; X1, . . ., X n ] , where V1 , . . ., V,, r = k . d", are the indeterminate coefficients of
f1, • • • ,
fk
.
We denote the corresponding ring Z[VI , . . ., V,] by R, .
PROPOSITION 2 .8 . Let F C S, be as above and let G be a comprehensive Gr5bner basis
for Id(F) with respect to a term order < on T . Let p : R, --i R = K[U1 , . . ., U,n ]
be a ring homomorphism and denote the canonical extension of p mapping 5, into
S = K[U1 , . . ., Um ; X1 , . . ., X,,] also by p. Then p(G) is a comprehensive Grobner basis
for Id(p(F)) with respect to < .
Proof. Let o : R --i K' ) K be a specialization of R . Then o o p : R, --+ K'
is a specialization of R,, and so (o o p)(G) is a Grobner basis for Id((o o p)(F)) in
K'[Xl , . . ., Xn ], and so o(p(G)) is a Grobner basis for Id(o,(p(F))) . This shows that p(G)
is a comprehensive Grobner basis for Id(p(F)) . 0
3 . Comprehensive Grobner Bases - Construction
In this section, we describe some algorithms that - taken together - provide an explicit
construction of a comprehensive Grobner basis for Id(F) from any finite F C S via the
intermediate concept of a Grobner system . Since all polynomial algorithms in S involve
of course computations in the ground ring K, we shall from now on tacitly assume that
K is a computable ring. This means that the elements of K are represented in such
a way that the arithmetic operations on K are computable and that the equality of any
two given elements is decidable . Moreover, we assume (unless mentioned otherwise) that
all the term orders on T under consideration are decidable .
The strategy will be as follows : Starting from a finite basis F of the ideal I, we construct
a finite partition of Spec(R) into constructible subsets and simultaneously for each block
of this partition a finite set of polynomials G with F C_ G C_ Id(F), such that for all x
in the corresponding block,
or(G)
is a Grobner basis and HT„(G) = HT,r(I) is fixed .
Consequently, HT(o„(I)) = HT„(I) is fixed for all a in one block, and so this partition
refines the partition induced by -I .
The collection of all pairs consisting of polynomial conditions on the U1 defining such
a block together with the corresponding basis G will form a Grobner system. From
this Grobner system a comprehensive Grobner basis is simply obtained by uniting all G's
and deleting all the polynomial conditions .
In order to describe the construction in a concise way, we need the following defini-
tions :
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A condition •y is a finite set of polynomial equations g(U) = 0 and polynomial
inequalities g(U) # 0 in the parameters U . Any condition determines a constructible
subset Sp 7 of Spec(R) : Spy = {r E Spec(R) : g E r for g(U) = 0 in 7, and g' ¢ x for
g'(U) 0 0 in -y} . Notice that Sp y may be empty. A finite set I' of conditions is a case
distinction, if for
7 :A 7' E
I', Spy and Spy , are disjoint . r is a cover of a condition
b, if r is a case distinction and
U7Er
Sp
y
= Spa ; r is a cover of a case distinction A,
if r is of the form
r = U6EO r6,
where each r6 is a cover of b . F is a complete case
distinction, if it covers the empty condition . In particular F = {0} is a complete case
distinction, since Spe = Spec(R) . Whenever F is a complete case distinction, g E R,
I'1 = {-y U
{g = 0} : -y E F), r 2 = {7 U {g # 0) : 7 E t}, then F1 u r 2
is a complete case
distinction that refines r ; similar for covers . We refer to the conditions 7 U {g = 0} and
7 U {g ;4 0} as successors of the condition 7 . This is in accordance with the attitude of
viewing the set of all conditions as a tree under the inclusion relation with root 0 .
A colouring of R is a map cot which assigns to every element a of R - given as a
specific integral-rational expression in the parameters and the elements of K - one of the
colours white, green, red in such a way that 0 is coloured in green and all invertible
elements of K are coloured in red . Any condition 7 determines a colouring of the ring R
in the following way : Let a E R. be given as a specific integral-rational expression in the
parameters and the elements of K (which may differ from its normal form as distributive
polynomial in U1, . . ., U n ) . Then col(a) is defined recursively as follows :
col(0) = green, col(a) = red, if a is invertible in K,
col(a) = green, if the equation a = 0 is in 7',
col(a) = red, if the inequality a :A 0 is in 7,
col(-a) = col(a),
col(a • b) = red, if both a and b are coloured red,
col(a • b) = green, if a or b is coloured green,
col(a + b) = red, if a is coloured red and b is coloured green or vice versa,
col(a + b) = green, if both a and b are coloured green,
In all other cases, col(a) = white .
Informally, a is coloured in green or red, if the question a = 0 is decided by
7
in an
obvious manner ; otherwise a is coloured in white . So the colour of a in its given (e .g .
factored) form may be green or red, while the colour of a in its distributive polynomial
form may be white .
For any f E S such a colouring of R induces a colouring of T(f ) : A term t E T(f )
inherits the colour of its coefficient in f . The sets of terms in f coloured in green, red
and white by 7 are denoted by Tgreen,y(f),
TTe d y (f) and
Twhite,y(f),
respectively. For
t
E
T(f ), t is called the head-term of f with respect to -y (notation t = HTy (f )),
if t E Tre d,y (f) and for all t'
E
T(f) with t' > t, t'
E Tgreen,y(f) So HT.(f) may be
undefined for certain f and 7 . If HT7(f) is defined, then HCy(f) is the coefficient a of
HT7(f) in f and HM-,(f) is the monomial a • HTy (f ) .
At this point we need to recall some concepts related to the construction of Gr6bner
bases in a polynomial ring K' [X] over a field K', such as reduction of polynomials with
respect to a finite set of polynomials, the S-polynomial SPol(f, g) of two polynomials
f, g, and the concept of a reduced finite set of polynomials (compare Buchberger
(1985)) . Usually, these concepts involve division of coefficients in the ground field K' .
For the purpose of this paper, we need to avoid division ; so we use a slightly modified
notion of reduction and S-polynomials : We say f reduces to f' modulo p (notation
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f of' ) if f, f', p E K'[X], p # 0, f contains a, monomial a • t (0 # a E K') such that
P
HT(p) divides t, say HT(p) • s = t for s E T, if f' = HC(p) • f - a • s • p. (So in the usual
sense this means HC(p)•f)f' .) Let f , g E K' [X] and let HM(f) = a • s, HM(g) = b • t
P
with 0 # a, b E K'. Let t' = u • s = v • t be the least common multiple of s and t in T .
Then SPol(f, g) = b • u • f - a • v • g . The remaining concepts are defined in terms of these
modified ones in the usual manner .
Next, we relativize this form of reduction and S-polynonual with respect to a condition
y : We say f reduces to f' modulo p relative to y (notation f --+f' [y]) if HT,(p)
P
is defined and there exists some monomial a • t in f with t
E T,ed, y ( f ) U Twhite,y(f )
such
that for some s E
T, HT-y (p)
•
s = t
and f' = HC.y (p) • f - a • s • p. If this is the case,
we say f is reducible modulo p relative to -y. Reduction and reducibility modulo a
set P of polynomials and iterated reduction modulo P relative to y (denoted by -- [y])
P
are defined in the obvious way . Notice that f
P
f' [y] does in general not imply f' <: f .
So Noetherianity of this reduction relation for fixed P and y does not follow in the usual
manner. Instead, we define the -y-part, PART(-y, f ), of a polynomial f E S with respect
to a condition y as the polynomial resulting from f by deleting all monomials of f, whose
coefficient is coloured in green by y . Then we may conclude :
LEMMA 3 .1 . (i) f
P
f' [y] implies PART(y, f') < PART(y, f ) .
(ii) For fixed P and y, the reduction relation -+
[y ]
is Noetherian .
P
(iii) If
f is irreducible modulo P relative to y, then
f is also irreducible modulo P
relative to b for
every condition
b extending y .
Proof. (i) By definition of f', there exists t
E 1red,y(f) U
Twhite,y(f) \
T(f'), such that
for all t' E T(f') \ T(f) with t' > t, it follows that t' E
Tg,een
y (f') . (ii) is an immediate
consequence of (i) and the well-foundedness of the quasi-order < on S . (iii) follows from
the fact that b J y implies
T,ed,s(f)
U
Twhite,a(f)
S
Tred,y(f) U Twhite,y(f) . 0
If f, g are polynomials such that HMy(f) = a • s and HM7(g) = b • t are defined and
if
t' = u • s = v • t is the least common multiple of s and t, then the S-polynomial of f
and g relative to -y is the polynomial SPoly( f, g) = b • u • f - a • v • g .
The relation between the absolute and relativized notions is as follows :
LEMMA 3 .2 . Let
y
be a condition such that Sp
y # 0 and let x E Spy , P C S . Then
(i) f
P
f' [y]
implies o, (f ) o-p ox (f') or o.,(f) =
0"
(f l ) .
(ii) f
P
f' [y]
implies
o„(f) --
o (f ' ) .
(iii) If f is irreducible modulo P relative to y, then o,,(f) is
irreducible modulo
o,,(P) in K„[X] .
(iv) ox (SPoly(f,g))=SPol(o„(f),o x(g)) .
Proof. Obvious . 0
Let r be a finite set of conditions and let F be a finite set of polynomials in S . Then
we say r determines F, if for every 7 E r and every f E F, either HT-y(f) is
defined
or T(f) = Tgfeen , y (f) . If r = { y} and r determines F, then we say y determines F.
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LEMMA 3 .3. For a condition y and a given finite subset F of S one can construct a
cover A of y that determines F .
Proof. There is an obvious algorithm DET that satisfies the following specification :
Algorithm DET (y, F)
Input: A condition -y and F = {f1i . . ., f„~ } C S .
Output : A cover A of y that determines F.
The algorithm simply adds to
7 the finitely many equations and inequalities on the
coefficients of polynomials in F necessary to determine F. Notices that this does not
require that each coefficient of a polynomial in F is coloured in red or in green . 0
Let P be a finite set of polynomials in S and let y be a condition that determines P .
Then we define a normal form of a polynomial f with respect to P relative to y as a
pair (g, c) with g E S, c E R such that
(i) f
P
g [y] and g is irreducible modulo P relative to 7 .
(ii) cf - g
E
Id(P) .
(iii) c is coloured in red by y .
The following simple algorithm computes a (not necessarily unique) normal form of a
polynomial:
Algorithm NORMALFORM (y, f, P)
Input : A condition y, f, E S, and a finite set P C S such that {y} determines P .
Output : A normal form (g, c) of f modulo P relative to 7 .
BEGIN
g :=
f;
c :=
1
;
WHILE g is reducible modulo P relative to y DO
g' := some element of S such that g--+g' [y] for some p E P ;
P
c := c • HC7 (p) ; g := g' ;
END
Return (g,c)
END
Partial correctness is obvious ; termination follows from lemma 3.1(ii). 0
Let B be a case distinction. Then a Grobner system for an ideal I of S over B is a
finite set GS of pairs (y, G) such that :
(i) G is a finite subset of I determined by the condition y .
(ii) r = {y : (y, G) E GS} is a cover of B .
(iii) For every x E Spy, o-, r (G) is a Grobner basis of I(o, ,r (I)) in K, [X] .
A comprehensive Grobner basis of I over B is a finite subset G of I such that
for all
x E UflEB
Sps, u,r (G) is a Grobner basis of I(o,r (I)) . So for B = {0}, G is a
comprehensive Grobner basis of I ; in this case, we call GS simply a Gr6bner system for
I .
The use of a comprehensive Grobner basis of I over B recommends itself when one is
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interested only in certain specializations that are specified in advance by the case distinc-
tion B and wants to reduce the complexity of the construction of a full comprehensive
Gr6bner basis .
Any Grobner system GS for I (over B) determines a comprehensive Grobner basis G'
of I (over B) and vice versa :
PROPOSITION 3 .4 . (i) Let GS be a Grobner system for I over B, and put G' =
U{G : (y, G) E GS} . Then G' is a comprehensive Grobner basis of I over B .
(ii) Let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis of I over B, and let r =
UPEB
DET(I3, G) . Then GS = {(y, G) : y E r} is a Grobner system for I over B .
Moreover, for any further Grobner system GS' for I over B, such that (6, G') E GS'
implies G' = G, there exists (y, G) E GS such that Spa C Sp y .
Proof. (i) is obvious from the fact that any extension G' C_ Id(G) of a Grobner basis G
is again a Grobner basis for Id(G), and the fact that U{Spy : (y, G) E GS) = U{Spp
/3 E B} .
(ii) The first claim follows from the fact that r is a cover of B . Next let (b, G) E GS',
and suppose r E Spa . Pick (y, G) E GS with it E Spy . Then both 6 and -y determine G,
and so by the definition of r, Spa g Sp y . 0
Starting from any comprehensive Grobner basis for I one is now in a position to
compute the equivalence relation
^ I
on Spec(R) in an effective way : For T' C_ T, we put
Mult(T') = {t E T : 3s E T' with s I t} .
COROLLARY 3 .5 . Let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis for I, let F and GS be as in
the preceeding proposition (with B = 0), and call y, S E r associated, if Mu1tHTy(G) =
Mu1tHTa(G) . Then for a, i' E Spec(R), it -I 7r' if there exist y, 6 E F such that y and
S are associated and u E Sp y , 1r ' E Spa .
Proof. Notice that for any y E r, x E Spy , HT,(I) = Mu1tHTy (G) . 0
As a further application, we can now specify an algorithm GROBNERTEST that
determines for a given finite subset G of S those specializations o for which o(G) is a
Grobner basis .
Algorithm GROBNERTEST (G)
Input : A finite G C S
Output:A case distinction r such that for every z• E Spec(R),
ox (G) is a Grobner basis in K, [X] iff x E Spy for some y E r .
BEGIN
r := DET(O, G);
P := {(y, f, 9) : 7 E r, f,9 E G, f 54 9} ;
WHILE P
0
0 DO
(y, f, g) := some element of P ; r := r \ {y } ;
P := P \
{( y, f, g)} ;
h := SPolT(f, g) ;
(k, c) := NORMALFORM(y, h, G) ;
r := r u {b E DET(-y, k) :
T9,een,a(k)
= T(k)} ;
END
END
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Termination of the algorithm is obvious by the fact that #P decreases in each run of the
while-loop. Correctness follows from lemma 3 .2 together with the well-known Buchberger
criterion for Grobner bases in terms of S-polynomials . 0
Notice that this algorithm yields a decision procedure for the problem whether G is
a comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(G) over a given case distinction: For this purpose,
it suffices to check, whether U#EB Sp,
C U.Er
Spy . This can be achieved by computing
"classical" Grobner bases. and applying Hilbert's Nullstellensatz together with the well-
known Rabinowich trick in the parameter ring R. (compare Buchberger (1987)) .
We also remark that the constructible set C =
UyEr
Spy of all r
E Spec(R), for which
v„ (G) is a Grobner basis , is in general neither closed nor open in the Zariski topology of
Spec(R) . Example: Let G = {Y + 1, UX + VY} C_ Q[U, V; X, Y] with the lexicographic
order on T(X,Y) ; then C= {r : U E r ==~ V E r} .
Next, we proceed to the construction of comprehensive Grobner bases via Grobner
systems . In contrast to the test above, this construction will not involve any Grobner basis
computation on the parameters. In fact, any comprehensive Grobner basis G constructed
in this way will always have the property that GROBNERTEST(G) will yield an
obviously complete case distinction r, so that no further Grobner basis computation in
the parameter ring R is required .
THEOREM 3 .6. (CONSTRUCTION OF GROBNER SYSTEMS)
For a finite F C_ S and a
given case distinction B one cann construct a Grobner system GS for I(F) over B .
Proof. GS is constructed by the algorithm GROBNERSYSTEM below. Notice that
properties (i) and (ii) of the definition of a Grobner system are invariant of the while-loop ;
another invariant of this loop is the property that for every (y, G, f, g) with (y, G)
E
GS
and f , g different elements of G, and (y, G, f , g) ¢ P, SPoly ( f , g) has a normal form
(k, c) with respect to G relative to some subcondition of y, such that all terms of k are
coloured in green by y . Upon termination, P will be empty. So every pair (-Y, G) in GS
will have the following property : Whenever f, g are two different elements in G, then
there exist k
E
S and a subcondition y' of y such that SPoly (f, g)-'. k [y'], and with
G
T(k) = 2 grePn , y (k) . So by lemma 3 .2, SPol(a•,f (f ), o-,f (g)) --*-+ 0 for every r E Spy . In
addition G _D F. So we may conclude that property (iii) of the definition of a Grobner
system holds as well .
To prove termination, we apply Konig's tree lemma : The set of all quadruples
(y, G, f, g) obtained in the course of the algorithm forms a tree, when the successor of a
quadruple (7, G, f , g) is defined as any quadruple (8, G U {k}, f', g') or (6, G, f', g') pro-
duced from (y, G, f, g) in one run of the while-loop . This tree is finitely branching . So it
suffices to show that any branch b of this tree is finite : Notice to begin with that whenever
(6, G, f', g') follows (-y, G, f, g) in the branch b, then f, g, f', g' E G and If, g) : If', g') .
So b cannot contain infinitely many quadruples with the same second component . If
(6,G U {k}, f',g') follows (-r, G, f, g) in b and t = HT5 (k), then t is not divided by any
HT-y(g) = HT5(g) with g E G. So if b were infinite, we would get an infinite sequence
of terms {ti}
;EN
such that t ; does not divide t, for i < j . This contradicts Dickson's
lemma. 0
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Algorithm GROBNERSYSTEM (F, B)
Input : A finite F C S and a case distinction B .
Output : A finite set GS of pairs (y, G) forming a Grobner system for Id(F) over B .
BEGIN
F := U{DET(,Q, F) : ,3 E B);
GS := {(y, F) : y E r} ;
P :=
{(y, F, f, g) : 7 E I', f, g E F, f o g} ;
WHILE P jk 0 DO
(y, G, f, g) := some element of P;
GS := GS \ {(y, G)} ;
P := P \
{(y, G, f, g)} ;
h := SPol . y (f, g) ;
(k, c) := NORMALFORM(y, h, G) ;
A := DET(y,
{k}) ;
A' :=
{b
E
A
: Tred,6(k) 0 0} ;
IF A'= 0 THEN GS := GS U {(y,G)} ;
ELSE
GS := GS U {(b, G U {k}) : b E 0'} U {(b, G) : b E A \ A'} ;
P
:=(P\{(y,G,f',g') :(y,G,f',g')EP})
U
{(6,GU{k},f',k) :
f' E G,b E z'} U {(b,G, f',g') : (y,G, f',g') E Pb E O} ;
END
END
4. Reduced Grobner Systems
Recall that a finite set F of polynomials in some polynomial ring K[X] is reduced
(or autoreduced), if every f E F is non-zero irreducible modulo F \ { f } . The natural
relativization of this definition to a condition y, reads as follows: Suppose y determines
F. Then we say F is reduced relative to y, if in addition for every f E F, f is
irreducible modulo F \ { f } relative to y, and Tre d, y (f) # 0 .
LEMMA 4 .1 .
For a condition y and a given finite set F C S one can construct a finite
set RED of pairs (6, G) such that
(i) G is a finite subset of S such that for all it E Sp y , Id(r (G)) = Id(o (F)) .
(ii) 6 is a condition that determines G .
(iii) ,A = {b : (b, G) E RED} is a cover of y .
(iv) G is reduced relative to 6 .
Moreover, if for every 7r E SPS,, o (F) is a Grobner basis of Id(o (I)), then o (G) is
a reduced Grobner basis of Id(o.,(I)) for every 7r E Sp6 .
Proof. RED is computed from (y, F) by the algorithm REDUCTION below. Partial
correctness for properties (i) - (iv) follows readily from the following respective invariants
of the REPEAT-loop :
(i) GUU is a finite subset of S such that for all it E Sp y , Id(o- (GUU)) = Id(o (F)) .
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
b is a condition that determines G U U .
{b : (6, G) E RD} is a cover of y .
Every f E G is irreducible modulo (G U U) \ { f } relative to b .
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Next assume o,(F) is a Grobner basis of Id(o,(I)) for all x E Spy . We claim that for
every triple (6, G, U) produced in the course of the algorithm and every x E SP6 i a,(GUU)
is a Grobner basis of Id(o,(I )) . This will complete the proof of partial correctness. For the
initial values of (6, G, U) this is true by hypothesis . Next let (b', G', U') be a successor of
(6, G, U) obtained by one run of the repeat-loop . We use the criterion established in lemma
2.3: Let r E Spb, and let t E HT, (I) ; then by the induction assumption, there exists
g E G U U such that HT, r (g) divides t . If HT, (h) divides HT, (g) for some h E G' U U',
we are done . Assume this is not the case. Let (k, c) = NORMALFORM(b, g, G U U) ;
then some step in the iterated reduction relative to 6 leading from g to k has eliminated
HT,(g), since HT, (g) has been coloured in red by b . So there exists h E G UU such that
HT,(h) divides HT,(g), a contradiction . Termination is proved again by an application
of Konig's lemma to the finitely branching tree of all triples (6, G, U) produced in the
course of the algorithm . If b is a branch of this tree and (6', G', U') is a successor of
(b, G, U) in b, then either #(U') < #(U) or min(U') < min(U) . So b must be finite . 0
Algorithm REDUCTION(y, F)
Input : A condition y and a finite subset F of S .
Output : A finite set RED of pairs (6, G) that satisfies the assertions of the lemma .
BEGIN
A := DET(y, F) ;
RD := {(b, 0, U) : b E A, U := { f E F : T,,d,b(f) # 0}
REPEAT
(b, G, U) := some element of RD with U
:
0 ;
RD := RD \ {(b, G, U)} ;
f := some minimal element of U;
(k, c) := NORMALFORM(b, f, (G U U) \ { f ))
IFk=f THEN RD := RDu{(b,Gu{f},U\{f}))
ELSE
BEGIN
A := DET(6, {k}) ;
RD := RD U {(e, 0, (U \ {f }) U G u {k}) : e E A with T1ed,,(k) # 0}
U {(e, G, (U \ {
f 1) : e E A with T7ed , ,( k) = 0}
END
UNTIL for all (b, G, U) E RD , U = 0 ;
RED :_ {(b, G) : (b, G, 0) E RD,)
END
A reduced Grobner system for an ideal I of S (over a case distinction B) is a
Grobner system GS for I (over B) such that for each (y, G) E GS and every r E Spy ,
a, (G) is a reduced Grobner basis of Id(o,(I)) in K,[X] .
By combining the algorithms GROBNER SYSTEM and REDUCTION, we are
now in a position to construct reduced Grobner systems :
COROLLARY 4 .2 . For a finite F C_ S (and a given case distinction B) one can construct
a reduced Grobner system GS for Id(F) (over B) .
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Proof. Let GS be a Grobner system for Id(F) over B, and let
GS'= U REDUCTION(y, C) .
(y,G)EGS
Then by lemma 4 .1, GS' is a reduced Grobner system for Id(F) over B. 0
As a byproduct, we can now determine the equivalence classes of
^'I
for an ideal I of
S from a reduced Grobner system for I more easily than in corollary 3 .5 .
COROLLARY 4 .3 . Let F be a finite subset of S, let GS be a reduced Grobner system
for the ideal Id(F), and let A = {b : (6, G) E GS) . Then {Sp, : S E 0} refines the
equivalence classes 'of Spec(R) with respect to -I(F) . Moreover, for (6, G), (6', G') E GS,
Spa and Spb, are subsets of the same equivalence class if HTT(G) = HT5,(G') .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the characterization of
-Id(F)
given in
lemma 2.6. 0
Using the concept of a reduced Grobner system, it is now natural to define a reduced
comprehensive Grobner basis (over a case distiction B) as any set G' of the form
G' = U{G : (-y, G) E GS} , where GS is a reduced Grobner system (over B) .
It is well-known that a "classical" reduced Grobner basis G in a polynomial ring K' [X]
is uniquely determined (up to multiplicative constants) by the ideal Id(G) ; moreover, it
has the smallest number of elements among all Grobner bases of Id(G) . For reduced
comprehensive Grobner bases this is not the case . Example: Let S = Q[U, V; X, Y],
and let f = UX + 1, g = VY. Then both GS = {({U = 0}, f), ({U $ 0}, {f, g})}
and GS' =
{({V
= 0),f + g), ({V # 0,U = 0},
{f}), ({V
:t- 0,U 0 0}, {f,
g})}
are
reduced Grobner systems and Id(f, g) = Id(f, g, f + g) . So both { f , g} and If, g, f + g}
axe reduced comprehensive Grobner bases for the same ideal .
In fact, a reduced comprehensive Grobner basis will frequently comprise many more
polynomials than a non-reduced comprehensive Gr6bner basis . So in order to reduce
the number of polynomials in comprehensive Grobner bases as much as possible, the
following concept of a globally reduced comprehensive Grobner basis is more
useful :
Let E S, P C_ S, and suppose f' = f - mp for some m E M, P E P such
that m • HM(p) is a monomial in f and HC(p) is a unit in K. Then we say f reduces
globally to f' modulo P . We say P is globally reduced, if no p E P is globally
reducible modulo P \ {p} .
By a slight modification of the usual non-parametric reduction algorithm (compare
Buchberger (1985)), one can now specify an algorithm GLOBAL REDUCTION(F),
that transforms a given finite F C_ S into a globally reduced finite G C_ S such that
Id(F) = Id(G) . Moreover, if F is a comprehensive Grobner basis , so is G. Since a global
reduction is a reduction under every specialization, a reduced set F is, in particular,
globally reduced . The converse fails to be true as example 7 .2 will show
.
Similar as before, the concept of global reduction relative to a given case dis-
tinction can be defined .
5. Some Complexity Bounds
The great generality of a comprehensive Grobner basis suggests that the construction of
a comprehensive Grobner basis is by far more complicated than that of an ordinary, non-
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parametric Grobner basis . The purpose of this section is to show that in the asymptotic
worst case comparison to ordinary Grobner bases , this construction is not as costly as
one might expect. For upper complexity bounds on the construction of a comprehensive
Grobner basis it suffices, by proposition 2.8, to consider the generic case of an input
system F = {f1, . . ., fk)
C_ S, of k "generic" polynomials of degree degX(fJ) = d with
independent indeterminate coefficients V1 , . . ., V, in R, = Z[V1 i . . ., V, ], r = k . do .
(Here and in the following degX (f) denotes the total degree of a polynomial f E S
with respect to the main variables X.) We want to study the influence on F of the two
types of transformations in S, = R, [X,,. . . , X,j that lead from F to a comprehensive
Grobner basis G for Id(F), viz. formation of S-polynomials and reduction with respect
to a condition .
We begin by studying the transformation of arbitrary coefficients Ul , . . . , Urn of para-
metric polynomials : Let
g E S = K[U1i . . ., Um. ;
Xi, . . ., X„] .
Then we call g U-homogeneous of U-degree D, if all the coefficients of g are homoge-
neous polynomials in U1, . . ., U„L of the same degree D.
LEMMA 5 .1 . Let f,g E S be U-homogeneous of U-degree D f and D9 , respectively, and
let y be a condition . Then
(i) Let h = SPo17 (f, g) ; then h = 0 or h is U-homogeneous of U-degree D,, =
D f + D9 .
(ii) If f ---+h ['y], then h is U-homogeneous of U-degree Dh = Df + D9 .
9
Proof. Let HM. y (f) = a • s and HM,(g) = b . t . Then h = b . u • f - a - v • g for
some u, v E T . Then for arbitrary monomials c • s E M(f ), c' • s' E M(g), we have
deg(b • c) = D9 + deg(a) = D9 + Df = deg(b) + Df = deg(c' • a) . So all the coefficients of
h are homogeneous of degree D f + D9 .
Next let f ---+h [-y] with h = b • f - e • w • g, where e • w • t E M(f ) . Then for c • s and c' . s'
9
as above, the coefficients of h are of the form b • c - e • c' . Since deg(e • c') = deg(a • c'),
this entails that b • c - e • c' is homogeneous of degree Df + D9 . 0
COROLLARY 5 .2 . Let G C_ S be a finite set of U-homogeneous polynomials of U-degrees
< D . Let h E S be obtained from polynomials in G by at most q successive formations of
S-polynomials and reductions with respect to some conditions in arbitrary order . Then h
is U-homogeneous of U-degree < D • 2q .
Proof. Induction on q. 0
Notice that all the generic polynomials fi E F above are U-homogeneous of U-degree
1 . So corollary 5.2 can be applied to G = F, i .e . the case polynomials in S, with "generic"
coefficients V1,., V,
COROLLARY 5 .3. Let F C_ 5, be as above and let G be a comprehensive Gr6bner basis
for Id(F) in 5, . If the construction of G involves performing the operation of either
forming an S-polynomial or performing a reduction with respect to some condition at
most q times, then each g E G is V-homogeneous of V-degree < 2q .
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Next, we study the growth of the degree in the main variables during the computation
of a comprehensive Grobner basis . For this purpose, it is convenient to restrict our
attention to input polynomials that are homogeneous in the main variables . This
restriction is inessential as the following proposition shows :
PROPOSITION 5 .4 . Let F C_ S, be as above, let < be an arbitrary term order on T, let
Z be a new (homogenizing) variable, let S, = S[Z] with T* as the set of terms . Extend
< to a term order on T* by putting ZJ < Xi for j E N, 1 < i < n . Let f,* denote the
homogenization of fi and let F* = If,* , . . ., fk } . Let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis
for Id(F*) constructed from F* as in section 3 . Then every g E G is homogeneous in the
main variables and V-homogeneous in the parameters .
Next, let G, = {g * :
g E
G} C_ S, be the set of all dehomogenizations of polynomials in
G . Then G* is a comprehensive Gr6bner basis for Id(F) in S, with respect to < .
Proof. By definition, the formation of S-polynomials and the reduction of polynomials
with respect to some condition preserves homogeneity in the main variables and by corol-
lary 5.3 also the V-homogeneity of all fi* . Moreover, by the fact that Z is lexicographically
small with respect to all Xi, HT1,(g* ) = (HT,(g)) * for an arbitrary 0 E
Spec(R,) and
g E G .
In order to show that G* is a comprehensive Grobner basis for Id(F), we check
the criterion of lemma 2 .3: Let f E Id(F), W'
E Spec(R,) such that HTO(f) is de-
fined. Then for some j, j'
E
N, f * Zj E I d(F*) and HTO (f* Z1 ) = Zi' • HTS (f ) .
So by hypothesis, HT S (g) HTS (f* . ZJ) for some g E G, and hence HTS (g *) _
(HTO
(g))* I
(HTp (f*
. ZJ ))* =
HTO ((f
* )*) =
HTO
(f) .
0
For the rest of this section we will change our notation slightly in order to adapt
it to the homogeneous case : F = {f 1 i . . ., fk) C S, will now be a system of "generic"
homogeneous polynomials with independent indeterminate coefficients V1 i . . ., V, such
that degx (f,) < d for 1 < j < k .
THEOREM 5 .5 . Fix a term order < on T . Let D = D(n, d, k) be a worst-case bound for
the X-degrees of all polynomials occuring in a computation of a Grobner basis G' for
Id(F) with respect to < for some system F' C K[X) of k homogeneous polynomials of
degrees < d following some specific selection strategy for the choice of S-polynomials .
Let Q = Q(n, d, k) be a worst-case bound for the number of formations of S-polynomials
and of reductions occuring in such a computation . Then the same upper bound D on
the X-degrees applies to a computation of a comprehensive Grobner basis G for Id(F)
with respect to < from F C S„ (where F is as above) following the same selection
strategy. All polynomials g E G are V-homogeneous of V-degree < 2Q . The total number
of formations of S-polynomials and of reductions used in the computation of G is bounded
by D2(Q+1)
.
Proof Fix one branch b of the computation tree of the comprehensive Grobner basis
G from F. In b cancel all monomials that are coloured green by their corresponding
condition. Then the resulting computation is a computation of a Gr6bner basis G' for
Id(o(F)) for some specialization o of R,, following the same selection strategy for S-
polynomials . So the X-degrees of all these modified polynomials are bounded by
D. By
the homogeneity in X of all the polynomials in b (guaranteeed by proposition 5.4), the
same degree bound applies to all the unmodified polynomials in b .
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Moreover, the number of formations of S-polynomials and of reductions occuring in b is
bounded by Q. So by corollary 5 .3, every polynomial in b is V-homogeneous of V-degree
_< 2Q .
If in the whole computation tree of G only the formation of S-polynomials and the
reductions are counted as vertices, then the tree has depth Q and branching order < Dz
(by the definition of the algorithm DET) . So the total number of these steps in the tree
is bounded by Dz(Q+1)
. , 0
Next, we study the complexity of testing the triviality of Id(o(F)) for F C S and an
arbitrary specialization o of R via the computation of a comprehensive Grobner basis .
Here the bound of d' in the effective Hilbert Nullstellensatz (obtained in Fitchas &
Galligo (1990)) plays a decisive role. It allows us to replace the construction of a full
comprehensive Grobner basis by that of a partial comprehensive Grobner basis of much
lower complexity.
PROPOSITION 5 .6 . Let d E N, let S' = K'[X], . .
., X,,,], let < be a fixed term order on
T, let I be an ideal in S, and let G be a finite set of homogeneous polynomials of degree
< d in I
. Then the following assertions are equivalent :
(i) For all 0
:A
f E I that are homogeneous of degree < d, there exists g E G
with.
HT
(g)
I HT(f ) .
-
(ii) For all f E I that are homogeneous of degree < d, f +0 .
G
(iii) I = Id(G) and for all f,g E G, such that deg(SPol(f,g)) < d, SPo1(f,g)
.
0 .
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we call G a d-partial homogeneous
Grobner basis of I with respect to <
.
Proof. This is obvious by relativizing the "classical" Grobner basis theory to homoge-
neous polynomials of degree < d (compare Giusti (1984), Moller & Mora (1984)). 0
Let us call G C S =
K[U]
, . . ., U," ; X
1
, . . ., X"J a d-partial homogeneous com-
prehensive Grobner basis of an ideal I C S (with respect to <), if G consists of
polynomials that are homogeneous of degree < d in the main variables, and if for all
specializations cr : R --a K', o(G) is a d-partial homogeneous Grobner basis of Id(o(I))
with respect to < . Next, let F C_ S, let F* denote the homogenization of F as in proposi-
tion 5 .4, let G be a d-partial homogeneous comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F*), and
let G, be the dehomogenization of G as defined in proposition 5.4 . Then we call G,, a
d-partial comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F) . Then the effective Nullstellensatz
of Fitchas & Galligo (1990) yields the parametric test for the triviality of ideals :
THEOREM 5 .7 . Let F = { f
1
, . . . , f
k
} C S, and assume degX (f;) < d for 1 < i < k . Put
d" if d>3, n>2
D'=D'(n,d)=3" if d<3, n>2
1 d+1 if n=1
Let G be a D'-partial comprehensive Grobner basis (or an arbitrary comprehensive Grob-
ner basis) of Id(F) . For g E G, let abs g (U) denote the coefficient of the constant term 1
in g and let C(g) denote the set of all non-vanishing coefficients c(U) of terms 1 0 t E T
in, g . Then the following assertions are equivalent for every a E Spec(R) :
(i) 1 ¢ Id(o=(F))
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(ii) Id(o, r (F)) has a common zero in some extension field of o, r (S) .
(iii) Id(o, r(F)) has a common zero in all algebraically closed extension fields of
o,r (S) .
(iv) For all g E G,
k
EC(s) o,r (c) = 0 = o,r (abs9 ) = 0
Proof The equivalence between (i), (ii) and (iii) is the content of Hilbert's Nullstellen-
satz .
(ii) = (iv) : Put o,r (U) = a E K"", and let b be an n-tuple in K" such that
fi(a, b) = 0 for 1 < i < in. Then g(a, b) = 0 for all g E G, since G C_ Id(F). So if
c(a) = 0 for all c(U) E C(g), then abs s (a) = 0 .
(iv) ==:~ (i) : Suppose 1 E Id(fl(a,X), . . ., fk(a,X)), where the ideal is taken in K, [X] .
First, we consider the case that G is a comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F) . Then
by theorem 2 .4, there exists g E G such that HT T (g) divides 1 . So o,r (c(U)) = c(a) = 0
for all c E C(g), but o,r (abs9(U)) = abss(a) # 0 .
Next, suppose G is a D'-partial comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F) . Then G is
of the form G = H, for a D'-partial homogeneous comprehensive Grobner basis H of
Id(F*). By the effective Nullstellensatz in Fitchas & Galligo (1990), 1 =
Ek1
hio,r (fi)
for some polynomials hi E If, [X] such that deg(hi fi) _< D' . By homogenizing, we obtain
an equation ZD'_
r
k
1 h! (X, Z)fi*(a, X, Z), where a = o, r (U), and h. homogeneous
polynomials in K, [X, Z] . with deg(h ; fi) < D' . Since o,r(H) is a D'-partial homogeneous
Grobner basis of Id(o,r(F*)), we find h E H such that HT(o, r (h)) = HT,r (h) I ZD' .
After dehomogenization, this means that HT, r (h*) 11, where h* E G. So c(a) = 0 for all
c E C(g), but absg(a) # 0 . 0
Recall from Moller & Mora (1986) that the degree bound D(n, d, k) in theorem 5 .5
concerning the X-degrees occuring during the construction of a (comprehensive) Gr6bner
basis from a set F of homogeneous polynomials is doubly exponential in n . By way of
contrast, the parametric testing of ideal triviality by means of a D'(n, d)-partial com-
prehensive Grobner basis requires only polynomials of X-degrees simply exponential in
n :
COROLLARY 5 .8 . Let F = { f 1 i . . . , fk) C Sr be a "generic" system of polynomials,
and fix a term order < on T . Let D' = D'(n, d) be defined as in theorem 5.7. Let
Q' = Q'(n, d, k) be a worst-case bound for the number of formation of S-polynomials and
of reductions occuring in a computation of a D'-partial homogeneous Grobner basis G'
for Id(F') with respect to < for some system F' C_ K[X] of k homogeneous polynomials
of degrees < d following some specific selection strategy for the choice of S-polynomials .
Then the same upper bound D' on the X-degrees applies to a computation of a D'-partial
comprehensive Grobner basis G for Id(F) with respect to < from F C S, (where F is as
above) following the same selection strategy . All polynomials g E G are V-homogeneous
of V-degree < 2'' . The total number of formations of S-polynomials and of reductions
used in the computation of G is bounded by D' z(q'+
1)
Proof. Let F* be the homogenization of F in the sense of proposition 5 .4. Then F*
is a system of generic homogeneous polynomials in the n + 1 main variables . Let H be
a D'-partial homogeneous comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F*) computed from F*
according to the given selection strategy. Then by proposition 5 .6 (iii), the computation
of H from F* does not involve polynomials of X-degrees greater than D' . G is obtained
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from H by a simple dehomogenization. So the proof of theorem 5.5 is valid with D and
Q replaced by D' and Q' . 0
6 . Applications
Elimination of quantifier-blocks in algebraically closed fields . Let K = Z,
and let R, S be defined as before . A quantifier-free formula is a Boolean combination
of polynomial equations g(U) = 0 in the parameters . An existential formula is an
expression of the form 3X1 . . .3X,,, <p(U, X) , where <p(U, X) is an A-V-combination of
polynomial equations f (U, X) = 0 and inequalities f (U, X) 0 0. A primitive formula
is an expression of the form 3X 1 . . .3Xn cp(U, X) , where ~p(U, X) is a conjunction of
polynomial equations f (U, X) = 0 and inequalities f (U, X) # 0. A positive primitive
formula is a primitive formula that contains no inequalities . The problem is to find an
algorithm that assigns to each existential formula W(U) a quantifier-free formula w'(U)
that is equivalent to W(U) in every algebraically closed field K', i .e. determines the same
constructible subset of K" as <p(U) (compare Rabin (1977)) . It suffices to consider the
problem for positive primitive cc : In a first step an existential formula may equivalently
be rewritten as a disjunction of primitive formulas . Subsequently, any conjunction of
polynomial inequalities in the resulting formula may be replaced by a single inequality
by forming a product of polynomials . Finally, a single inequality f (U, X) ;k 0 can be
replaced equivalently in any field by the equation 3X n+1 ((f (U, X) .
X"+1 -
1) = 0)
containing the additional variable Xn+i
Recall that we regard elements f of S as polynomials in X with coefficients in R. As in
theorem 5 .7, we let abs f(U)
E
R be the coefficient of the constant term 1 in f (whether
this coefficient is zero or not), and let C(f) denote the set of all non-zero coefficients of
f except absj .
THEOREM 6 .1 . Let F = {fl, . . ., fk} C_ S and suppose degX(fi) < d for 1 < i < k, let
D' = D'(n, d) be defined as in theorem 5.7, and let G be a D'-partial comprehensive
Grobner basis of Id(F) (or an arbitrary comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F)) . Then
the positive primitive formula 3X1 . ..3Xn (Ak 1 f;(U,X) = 0) is equivalent to
EG
(U) in
every algebraically closed field K', where
EG
is the quantifier-free formula
A(abs9(U) =0v V c(U) :~ 0)
9EG
cEC(9)
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the equivalence (iii) t~ (iv) in theorem
5 .7 . 0
The formula
CG(U)
may be viewed as an affine system of resultants for F = {f 1 ,_, fk }
(compare van der Waerden (1940), section 80) .
Membership in ideals depending upon parameters . The negation of the quanti-
fier-free formula eG constructed in theorem 6.1 may be viewed as a test for the parametric
triviality problem for the ideal Id(F) . Our goal is now to specify more generally quantifi-
er-free formulas that test the parametric ideal membership . More specifically, given f E S
and a finite F C S, we want to construct a quantifier-free formula cp(U), such that in all
fields K' and for all a E K"", f(a, X) E Id(F(a, X)) ~ w(a) holds in K' .
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This can be achieved as follows: Let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F) and
let r = DET(0, G), and let
0 = {6 : 3y E r such that S E DET(-y, {k}) and T(k) = Tg1een,, 6 (k) for (k, c) _
NORM_ ALFORM(y, f, G)) .
Let b denote the conjunction of all polynomial equations and inequalities in 6 : Then
we put
PG,t(U)
V
b
6Eo
THEOREM 6.2 . FOr all fields K' and all a
E
K'
M '
WG,j (a) holds in K'
if
f (a, X) E
Id(F(a, X)) (where the ideal is taken in K'[X]) .
Proof. Let o be the specialization of R mapping U onto a . If o(f) E Id(o(F)), pick
y E
F, S E DET(-t, {k}) with ker(o) E Spa , where (k, c) = NORMALFORM(y, f, G) .
Then o(k) E Id(o(F)), since of - k E Id(F) and . o(c) 7L- 0. So T(k) = T9
,een,6(k),
and
so S E A, and so 5(a) and hence
WG,j(a) holds in K' .
Conversely, assume WG,f(a) holds in K' ; then ker(o) E SP6 for some 6 E A, and
so f
c
f' [6] for some f' with T(f) and so o(f') = 0, and so o(f) E
Id(o(G)) Id(o(F)) . 0
Finally, we remark that for any parameter-value a
E
K', for which some fixed b(a)
holds in K', cf(a, X) has in fact a uniform representation as a linear combination of
polynomials in F(a, X), which can be read from a reduction chain f --!4f' [6] .
G
Dimension of varieties depending upon parameters . The quantifier-free formula
EG constructed in theorem 6 .1 may also be viewed as a test for the parametric variety
V(F) to be of dimension -1 . Our goal is now to specify more generally quantifier-free
formulas that for a given number d describe those parameter-values for which the variety
V(F) has dimension d .
Let, as before, F be a finite subset of 5, and let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis
of Id(F) with respect to some fixed term order on T. Put P = DET(0, G) and put
HT-y (G) = {HT.(g) : g E G} for y E r . For any subset V of X = IX,, . . ., X~}, let T(V)
be the set of all t E T that involve only variables from V . Then we define + v,G(U) as
the quantifier-free formula
V{y : y E r, T(V) n HTT(G) = 0)
For -1 < d < n, we define quantifier-free formulas OG (U) as follows :
OG := 05n
OX,G,
OGl
:= SEG, where EG is as in theorem 6.1 .
For 0 < d < n, we let 0G d := V{+bv
,G
: V C X, #V = d), oG
:_ ,l~cd n
~~<d+l
G
THEOREM 6.3 . Let K' be an algebraically closed field and let a
E
ICm . Then the follow-
ing assertions hold :
(i) tIGd(a) holds in K' 1ff V(F(a, X)) has dimension < d .
(ii) 0G (a) holds in K' if V(F(a, X)) has dimension d.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the following facts proved in Kredel &
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Weispfenning (1988): For a Grobner basis G of a proper ideal in K'[X], V is a set of
strongly independent variables in V(G) iff T(V) n HT(G) = 0; moreover, the greatest
number of elements in such a set V determines the dimension of V(G) . 0
Modules of syzygies depending upon parameters . For the classical case of poly-
nomials over a field, it is well-known, how to compute a generating set B for the module
M of syzygies for a finite set F of polynomials : First, one passes to a Grobner basis G of
Id(F), next one gets a generating set B' of the module M' of syzygies corresponding to
G from "standard representations" of all S-polynomials of members of G, and finally B'
is linearly tranformed into a generating set B of the module of syzygies corresponding
to F using the tranformations between F and G (see Buchberger (1985)) .
For the present parametric situation, we proceed analogously in a semi-global manner :
Given a finite F C S, we compute a comprehensive Grobner basis G with Id(G) = Id(F)
and the back-and forth transformations beween F and G. Let G = {g1,., g,}. Then
we want to find a complete case distinction r and for every y E F a finite subset By
of S' such that for every ir E SPY, o„(B) generates the nodule M,r = {p E K„[X]'
Ek=lpkox(gk) = 0) of all syzygies of o * ( G), where K„ = Quot(R/A) . If this is the
case, then we call the family {BY}-,Er a finite generating system for the pointwise
modules of syzygies of G.
The construction proceeds as follows: We put r = DET(O, G) . For every y E r and
all 1 < i < j < s, we let hij 7 = SPol7 (gi,gj) = mipy gi + m,ijygj, where Tnij, m~j E M .
For every (Ix,j7 , ci27 ) = NORMALFORM(y, hij 7 , G), we have
c • h -h • • E Id G T h • • = Th and h • • >h
+7Y +JY +17 ( )' (
SPY)
9rren., •y ( +1y) +1Y
G
SPY
[y] .
This yields a representation
s
c +j •y h•+1Y
= ~ fijkygk
k=1
where fijky E S, HT,,(fijk7gk) < HT6(hij-) .
So, with
fijky
pijk-y = fijky - cijymijY
1
fijky -
cij 7m ij7
+ h;j7 ,
for k~i,j
for k=i
for k=j
we get Ek' =1pijkygk = h,j y •
As a consequence, we find that, for every a E Spy , y E I',
o
.(pijkY)o*(gk) = 0
k=1
represents a nontrivial syzygy over K, (R), i .e . by taking the above formula pointwise, one
imitates exactly the pattern of the usual construction of a generating set of the module of
syzygies of o„ (G) (compare Buchberger (1985)) . Hence we can define the family {By} Y
Er
as follows :
For y E T', we put
BY = {(pijly, . . .,pij,7) :
1 < i < j < s}
So we have the following result :
THEOREM 6 .4 . The family
IB,)-,Er
is a finite generating system for the pointwise mod-
ules of syzygies of G .
Deformation of residue algebras. Let F be a finite set of polynomials in 5, and
put as before K, = Quot(R/I) for
a E Spec(R) . The problem is to determine how
the properties of the residue algebras A, = S/Id(o,(F)) vary, when a ranges over all
prime ideals in Spec(R) . For many properties this problem can be solved algorithmically,
once a reduced Grobner system for Id(F) has been computed . In fact, for most of these
properties the set of prime ideals r, where they hold for A, can be described by a
quantifier-free formula obtained directly from a comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F) .
To begin with, we desribe a quantifier-free formula that determines the dimension of
A, as a K,-linear space. Let G be a comprehensive Grobner basis of Id(F), and let
r =DET(O, G). For any -y E I', we put RT7 (G) = {t E T : d g E G not HTy (g) t} . Let
y be defined as in theorem
6 .2
. Then we let rd(U) be the quantifier-free formula
V{'r : y E
F,
#
RT-y(G)
= d}
for d E N .
THEOREM 6.5 .
	
(i) For every 7r E Spec(R), dimK, (A r ) = d G==* -rd (o, , (U))
holds in K, .
(ii) Let a E Spec(R) be such that Id(o r (F)) is a radical ideal, and let V(o,(F))
denote the variety of o r (F) in the algebraic closure of K, . Then
# V(o,(F)) = d 4=> rd(o,(U))holds in It, .
(iii) For all w
E Spec(R), dimK, (A,)
is positive and finite iff 0 0 (U) holds in all
fields. If this is the case, then T' =
U7Er
RTy (G) contains a basis of A, for all r,
and so dimK,(A,) is bounded by D", where D = max(degx,(t) : t E T') .
Proof. (i) For any y E t, ir E Spy , RTy (G) = {t E T :
V g E G
not HT(or (g)) I t) . So
by a well-known result (see Buchberger (1985)), the residues modulo o, (I) of RT, are
in 1 - 1-correspondence with RTy and form a basis of A, as Kr -linear space .
(ii) Recall that for a radical ideal Id(or (F)), A, is the coordinate ring of the variety
V(o,(F)) . So dinK, (A,) is the number of points of this variety, provided this number
is finite .
(iii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and theorem 6 .3 . 0
COROLLARY 6 .6 . Let GS be a reduced Grobner system for Id(F) and let (y, G) E
GS.
Let r, 7r' E Spy , and suppose j is an isomorphism from Is onto If
,, such that j(or (a)) =
or
,(a)
for all coefficients a of polynomials in G. Then j extends canonically to an iso-
morphism from A r onto A,, .
Proof. By the above, the residues of the elements of RT, form a basis of Ar as linear
space over If' for all a E Spy . We claim that for all a, 7r' E Spy the identity map on
RTy together with j induces an isomorphism of the Kr-algebra A, onto the Kr'-algebra
Comprehensive Grobner Bases 2
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A,, . It suffices to show that the structure constants of Ax and A,, with respect to the
basis RT., have the same representatives in R . These structure constants in turn are
determined by the representation of any product t • X, (1 < i < n, t E RTy ) as a linear
combination of terms in RT,, . If t •Xi E RTy , the representation is the obvious one ; if this
is not the case, then there exists a unique g E G with HT7 (g) = t . Xi, and so g - t • Xi
is the representation of t • X; as a linear combination of terms in RT, in any algebra A,
with x E Sp y . 0
Notice that the characterization of the equivalence relation
^'Id(F)
in corollary 3 .5,
x ~Id(F) A '
implies that A, and A,' have a common subset T' of T as a basis over Ii„
and K,, , , respectively. So we may conclude :
PROPOSITION 6 .7 . Let ir, x' E Spec(R) and suppose
7r -Id(F) pr'
. Then dims;,, (A,) _
dims; , , (A,,,) .
Finally, we present quantifier-free formulas that solve the general isomorphism and
embedding problem between parametric residue algebras over a fixed algebraically closed
field .
We need the following definitions : Let U' = (Ui	Un,,), let F be a finite subset of
S, and let GS be a reduced Grobner system for Id(F) . Consider 1 < d, d'
E
N and
(-y, G), (y', G') E GS such that #RT, (G) = d, #RT, , (G') = d', and let Y = (Z ij ) be
a (d x d')-matrix of new indeterminate parameters . Recall from the proof of corollary
6 .6 that for all it E Sp7 the structure constants of A„ are determined uniformly by G
as polynomials in U . Similar for a'
E
Sp7 ' . So it is now straighforward to write down
a quantifier-free formula
lid
d,,y,,y'(U, U') that expresses in every field K' D K, U K,,
the fact that the K'-linear map A, -+ A,, given by the matrix Y with respect to the
K'-linear bases RT, of A, and RT,, , of A, , is compatible with the structure constants
of A, and A,, in such a way that the map is a homomorphism of K'-algebras .
Next, let p(Y) be a quantifier-free formula expressing the assertion that det(Y) # 0,
and let td(U, U', Y) be the quantifier-free formula
VITA FA I
1d,d,7,7'(U, U ' )
A
p(Y)
(y, G), (y', G') E GS, #RTT (G) = d, #RTy , (G') = d} .
Using determinants of quadratic submatrices of Y, we can also write down a quanti-
fier-free formula p, (Y) that expresses the fact that rank(Y) = r (0 < r < min(d, d')) .
We let Id,d'(U,U',Y) be the formula
VITA y' n Pd,d',7,a'(U,
U') A pd(Y)
(-y, G), (y', G') E GS, #RT7(G) = d, #RT7' (G') = d'}
ford < d' . Finally, we let ,pd(U, U') and cp d,d'(U, U') (d < d') be quantifier-free formulas
equivalent to
3Y td(U, U', Y) and 3Y t d , d'(U, U', Y)
respectively, by the elimination of the quantifier-block in algebraically closed fields de-
scribed above . Then by construction, we have the following result :
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THEOREM 6.8 . Let K' be an algebraically closed field, let a, a' E K"', and let ir, a' E
Spec(R) be the kernels of the specializations U r-* a, U' H a' . Then the following holds :
(i) vd(a, a') holds in K' if the residue &lgebras A„ and A,,, are isomorphic as
K'-algebras
.
(ii)
Bpd
d.(a, a') holds in K' iff dims;. (A„) = d , dims;. (A,, .) = d' and A„ is
embeddable into A,, , as a K'-algebra .
7 . Examples
In this section we illustrate the method of comprehensive Grobner bases and its ap-
plications by a few simple examples that have been computed using the implementation
of the algorithms above by E. Schonfeld (Schonfeld (1991)) in the computer algebra
system ALDES/SAC-2 . All CPU-timings below refer to an IBM 9370 under VM/CMS ;
CASES refers to the number of conditions in the Grobner system that is constructed .
The term order is invers-lexicographic in all examples except for example 7 .3, where it
is lexicographic .
EXAMPLE 7.1 . We consider two "generic" quadratic univariate polynomials f = aoX 2 +
a1X+a2 i g=boX 2
+b1X+b2inthering S=Q[ao,ti ll a2,bo,b1,b2 ;X].LetF={f,g};
then the following set G g, h i , h2, h3, h 4 , h 5 , h s } is a comprehensive Grobner basis
of Id(F) :
h 1 = ( aobl - b oa l)X 2 + (a2b1 - aib2),
h2 = (-aoalbo)X3 + (aoa2bo -
aoalbl)X2 + (azbo
- ala2b1 - aib2),
h3 = (-bobla o )X3 + (bo b2 a o - bob l a l )X 2 + (b2a o - b 1 b2a1 - b2,a2),
h4 = ( albo - blao)X + (a2bo - b2ao),
h s = a o • R.(g, f ), h 6 = b o . R(f, g), where R(g,f) denotes the resultant of g and f .
Notice the symmetry between h
2
, h3 and between h 5 , h 6; moreover the homogeneity
of the coefficients of all hi in the parameters, and the fact that the degree in the main
variable X has increased in the passage from F to G. G is a reduced comprehensive
Grobner basis as well. Moreover, since none of the highest coefficients of these polynomials
is in Q, G is also globally reduced (TIME = 2 .2 sec, CASES = 23) .
Under the hypothesis of the cases distinction B = {{ao
:
0, bo :~_ 0}}, the computed
comprehensive Grobner basis consists of f, g, h
4
, h5, h6 only; the computed quantifier-free
formula equivalent to 3x(f = 0 A g = 0) is easily seen to be equivalent to R(f, g) = 0
(TIME= 0.7 sec; CASES = 5) .
EXAMPLE 7 .2 . Let F = If, g} C_ Q[u, v; X, YJ be given by f = vXY + uX 2 + X, g =
uY2 + X2 . Then the following is a comprehensive Grobner basis G for Id(F)
G = If, g, h 1 }, where h 1 = (u 3 + v 2)X3 + 2u2X2 + uX,
Inspection of the highest coefficients shows that G is also globally reduced . The possible
dimensions of the variety V(F) can now easily be determined as follows :
dimV(F) = l 1
if u = 0
0 otherwise
In the case u # 0, where V(F) has finitely many elements, these elements can easily
be computed from G. A reduced comprehensive Grobner basis G' for Id(F) contains in
addition the following polynomials :
h2 = 2u
1y2
- (v2 + u3 )X3 - uX,
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h3 = u2Y 2 - vXY - X,
h4 = u2Y2 - (v2 + u 3)X4 - 2u2 X 3 ,
h5 = 2uvXY - (v 2 + u 3 )X3 +
uX
(TIME = 1 .2 sec ; CASES = 6) .
Our next example is taken from Boge et al .
(1986) ; it is due to Raksanyi and Walter
and describes a chemical equilibrium .
EXAMPLE 7.3 . F = {f
1, f2, f3, f4) C Q[al, a2, a3, a4 ;
X1, X2, Xs, X4]
with
fl = X4 - (a4 - a2) ,
f2 = X 1
+ X2 + X3 + X4 + (al + a3 + a4),
f3 = X
1X3 + X1X4 + X2X3
+ X3X4 - (ala4 + alas + a3a4),
f4 = X1X3X4 -
alasa4 .
The following set G = { f 1 , h l , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 , h
s } is a comprehensive Grobner basis of
Id(F) :
hi =X1+X2+X3-(a3+a2+al),
h2 = (asa4 + a 2a4 + a, 1 a4 - 2a2a3a4 - 2a
2
2a4
- 2a1a2a4 + alas +
az
+ ala2)X2X3 -
z2 2
2 22 2 2z z z
(a sa 4 + 2a2a.3a + alasa4 + a2
a + 2alaza + a 2 - 2aza3a4 - 4a2aga4 - 3alazaga4
- 44
2aZa4 - 4a1a2a4 - 2aiaza4 + alas
+ 2a2a.s + 2a1a2as + a2 + 2a1 a2 + ala2)X2Xs + (as a4 +
s s s s 2s
22 2 2 z s2
2a2asa 4 + 2alasa4 +a2
2a4 + 2a1a2a 4 + a la4 - 3a2asa 4 -
6azasa 4 - 6ala2asa4 - 3a 2a4 -
6a1a2a4 -
3aia2a4 + 3a2asa4 + 6azasa4 + 6ala2asa4 + 3a2 a4 + 6a 1a 3 a4 + 3aia2a4 - azas -
2a 4as -2ala3as-a5 -2a1a 4a3
-a
a 2a 2
2 2 2 2 - l 2 4
4 9 4 4 2 4 -
3a1a2a2 + 3a2asa4 - a1a2a3a4 + 3aza4 + 3a1a2a4
- a 3a3 - a2 - a la2)Xg - (a2a4 + a2a3a4 +
2a a a3 + ala2a3
+ a2a3
2a
aza2
+ala 2a2 2a 2a a 2
3a a a a2 + a t a a 2 2a a2
a2
1 3 4 4 1 4 2 3 4 s 4
2 3 4 - 1 2 s 4 i s 9 - 1 2 4
2a a2a4+atasa4-2ala2a3a4+azasaq-2aiazaga4 { a l
aza4+aia2a4+ala2a2+ala2aS+
aia2as)Xs - (a2asa4 -
alas a4 + 2a2asa4 +ala2asa4 - aiasa4 +a2a4 + 2a1a2a4 +alaza4 -
a2
aga4-5a2asa4-ala2asa4-aiasa4-7aza3a4-8ala2aga4 -aia2asa4 -3aza4
-7a1a2a4 -
5aia2a4 - alaza4 + 2a2asa4 + al a2asa4
+ 7azasa4 + 7a1a2aga4 + 2aia2asa4 + 8aZa3a4 +
14ala3asa4+7aia2asa4+ala2a
.sa4+3a2a4+8ala4a4+7alaza4+2a3 2a4-aZag-ala2ag-
3a4as-5a l aZa 2 -2aia2a 2 -3a
5a3-7ala2as-5a2azas -a3a223 - az -3ala5 -3a2a4-
aia. 2) ,
h3
= (a 4 -a2)X2
Xs+(a4-a2)Xg-(asa4+a2a4+ala4 -
alas - a2 - ala2)Xs+alasa4 ,
h4 = (a4 - a2)X2 +
Xs - ( as + a2 + al)X3 -
(a2a4 - alas - alas - a2 - ala2),
hs
=X
3
- (a4 + a3 + al)Xy + (asa4 + 3
.13.4 F 3133)X3 - ala3a4
Moreover, G is globally reduced .
As an application, the possible dimensions of the variety V(F)
are obtained as -1, 0, 1
with explicit quantifier-free formulas describing these three cases
. In particular
diinV(F) = 0 t* (a4 - a 2 ) :A
0 . (TIME = 16.4 sec
; CASES = 7) .
Our final example shows that comprehensive GBs can sometimes also be used for
quantifier elimination in real closed fields
. It has been presented in Davenport & Heintz
(1988) as an example, where real quantifier elimination by the Collins method of cylin-
drical algebraic decomposition runs into enormous difficulties .
EXAMPLE 7 .4 . Consider the following formula
:
3cVbVa(((a=dAb=c)V(a=cAb=1)) a 2 =b)
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By eliminating the universal quantifiers in favour of existential quantifiers and nega-
tions and computing two comprehensive Grobner bases (the first with b, a as main vari-
ables and c, d as parameters, the second with c as main variable and d as parameter) one
finds the quantifier-free formula d4 -1 = 0 to be equivalent to the formula above in every
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Simple inspection of these elimination
steps shows moreover that this equivalence is valid in the field of reals as well (TIME _
1 .2 sec) .
8 . Some Generalizations
We have shown that the basic constructions and applications of Grobner bases in poly-
nomial rings over fields can be performed globally for polynomial rings with parameters
that admit arbitrary specializations in fields .
This raises the question, to what an extent this method can be applied to more general
Grobner basis constructions .
First, let us consider universal Grobner bases , i .e. Grobner bases that have this
property simultaneously for all term orders (see Mora & Robbiano (1988), Schwartz
(1988), Weispfenning (1989a), Schemmel (1989)) Here, a combination of both algorithms
is straightforward and presents no problems. As a result, one can compute a universal
comprehensive Grobner basis , i .e . an ideal basis that has the Grobner property with
respect to all term orders and all specializations of parameters in arbitrary fields .
A considerable extension of the construction of comprehensive Grobner bases - and
in fact of universal comprehensive Grobner bases - is possible for non-commutative
polynomial rings of solvable type (see Kandri-Rody & Weispfenning (1990)) . This is
of considerable interest for computations in algebras arising in quantum physics that
frequently depend on parameters . An outline of this theory has been presented in Kredel
& Weispfenning (1990) .
For commutative parametric polynomial rings, where we admit specializations in more
general commutative ground rings, comprehensive Grobner bases do not exist in general .
This applies in particular to specializations in the ring Z of integers :
THEOREM 8.1 . Comprehensive Grobner bases do not exist for arbitrary ideals in
Z[U; X], with respect to specializations in Z .
Proof. Let S = Z[U; X], let f = 2X, g = UX + 1, and assume for a contradiction that
I = Id({f,g}) has a comprehensive Grobner basis G with respect to specializations in
Z. Then 1 E I, if we specialize U to an even number and 1 ¢ I, if we specialize U to an
odd number . So G must contain some polynomial g(U, X) such that g(a, X) = ±1, if a
is even, and g(a, X) i4 ±1, if a is odd . This is impossible, since the coefficients of G with
respect to X are univariate polynomials in U, and hence take on two given values only
finitely many times, unless they are constant . 0
This argument can easily be generalized to show that comprehensive Grobner bases
do not exist for arbitrary ideals with respect to specializations in a fixed commutative
principal ideal domain that is not a field or a valuation ring .
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